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22 Through the Looking Glass on the way to The Exit 

Pete Hendrickson, author; Cracking the Code. August 7, 2016. 

BRIAN WRIGHT HAS TO BE one of the most idea-rich libertarian activists on the 
planet. He is certainly one of the hardest-working and most optimistic. All three of 
these virtues are prominently displayed in Brian's new book, The Truman 
Prophecy. 

Brian is the author of the wonderful and inspiring 'SNaP' (Sacred Nonaggression 
Principle) Liberation Technology series, as well as After 9/11 Truth: The Death 
Star in Ashes; Humanity Rises, The Motor City Witchcraft Trial(s) (a first-hand 
observation of Doreen Hendrickson's unprecedented ordeal at the hands of corrupt 
elements of the state apparatus) and a heart-warming biographical tribute to his 
mother (which I, much to my surprise, couldn't put down), among much else. But 
The Truman Prophecy is a departure for this prolific writer—it is the first time 
Brian has presented his intellectual material in the form of a novel. 

Like the film The Truman Show' which inspired Brian's title, The Truman Prophecy 
is a journey to the exit from a snare of illusion and the exploitation that 
ensnarement makes possible. But The Truman Prophecy is not about an escape—
instead it is about victory over the illusions and their beneficiaries. 

The Truman Prophecy is a study of today's American condition, from the 
perspective of a writer with faith that this is still the land of the free and the home 
of the brave, even if a lot of those good folks have been asleep and plugged into the 
Matrix for a dangerous while. The tale follows one of those free and brave 
Americans, who has thoroughly taken the red pill and is now wide awake and busy. 

Protagonist Hiram T. Chance makes a wise pilgrim's progress through a whirlwind 
(or perhaps a cacophonous carnival midway) of statist and crony-capitalist 
criminality on a dozen fronts, observing and analyzing each of the myriad offenses 
(some of which are, perhaps, a bit fanciful, but hey, the book is a novel). Chance 
travels in the diverse and diverting company of a host of true American activists 
who steadily rise in righteous opposition to the corruption. Throughout, a calm 
certainty of the eventual triumph of truth and law over lies and despotism leads the 
way, with an air of the inexorable power with which dawn overcomes the darkness 
of the preceding night. 

Everyone should have Chance's calm faith that the Norsemen have it wrong—
Ragnarök doesn't end the way they fear. I hope everyone reads this book, and 
comes away with that faith. 

But despite its importance (and author Wright's natural inclination toward it) The 
Truman Prophecy recognizes that faith is only the "inspiration" side of things. The 
"perspiration" is just as important. 

Accordingly, though steadily upbeat in demeanor The Truman Prophecy is not a 
warm, fuzzy gaze at pie-in-the-sky through rose-colored glasses. Instead it is filled 



with prescriptions for the problems it presents, involving both transformations in 
those who wish for change and very specific concrete practical actions to be taken. 
In many ways, this book is a combination "red pill" and 'Whole Earth Catalog' for 
the righteous political activist. 

IF The Truman Prophecy SUFFERS FROM ANYTHING, it is not the fault of the 
author. The one critique that struck me in the reading is that the shooting gallery of 
current event being dissected throughout the book is overly target-rich—hence my 
reference to the Looking Glass in my subtitle for this review. 

Like Alice, a 'Truman Prophecy' reader is greeted with disconcertion at every turn 
and this is a ride without straightaways. But again, this is no fault of Brian 
Wright's. Place the blame on the People of the Power Sickness (to use Brian's 
wonderful expression), who have subjected the rest of us to so much corruption and 
so much needing to be fixed. 

Really. Blame them. 

And then join Hiram T. Chance and the activist army to whom he introduces us in 
declaring personal independence and stepping out the exit door into the warm 
morning light. 

21 A means to put tyranny in its proper place 

Liberty Dan. August 2, 2016. 

Brian is sincerely attempting to save the world with this publication. In it he 
focuses on a plan to expose seven deliberate acts of harm currently being 
perpetrated on humanity and deceptively covered up. These are crimes that should 
be easy to see by anyone who has not been programmed by media propaganda. But, 
for those that have watched too much TV, many references are given to help set 
you straight. He then describes a means by way of resurrecting the Peoples Grand 
Jury to indict and prosecute the predators of these crimes, and he does this in a 
story form so as to make it as interesting as possible for the reader. 

If you want to be part of the solution to really "make America great again," I 
suggest you read this book. Thanks for doing your part to stay informed. 

20 A book filled with optimism and hope 

Jim Dodson, owner: Liberty Bookstore, Concord, NH. July 26, 2016 

The song, "You Can Make It If You Really Want," comes to mind… BUT you 
must try! I have found great value in every book of Brian Wright's that I have ever 
had the joyous honor to read. His optimism is boundless, free as a force of nature. 
And, in a very good way, relentless. This man will never give up as long as he has 
breath in his body.  

Of course, I have been writing here about Brian Wright, and not this specific book 
he has recently published, The Truman Prophecy: Rise of the Independents. I will 
give you some specifics about the book in a bit, but I confess, I am only half way 
through reading it. For purposes of full disclosure, and all that. (I am a slow but 
thorough reader, I wish I could be fast and thorough.)  



Also, for the same reason, full disclosure, I must disclose that Brian Wright is a 
friend of mine. [We met at the end of a Liberty Forum in the Free State (New 
Hampshire), maybe 2010, while the vendor tables were breaking up. As the 
proprietor of Liberty Books in Concord, I was one of the last to repack my boxes of 
stuff. Just about everyone had split. Seeing my situation, Brian walked over, 
introduced himself, and then helped me load my van.] 

It was a few months later, after I’d read and processed his Sacred Nonaggression 
Principle, New Pilgrim Chronicles (about the Free State), and There Must Be Some 
Mistake (his personal story of the drug war)—I carried his books in my store—I 
recognized that not only is Brian Wright a caring, real human being working for 
freedom, the dude CAN WRITE!!! 

To the book: The Truman Prophecy is packed with information covering numerous 
topics: GMO foods, chemtrails, vaccinations forced or under the pretense of not 
being forced, diseases that did not spring from nature but from a laboratory. 9/11 
and other staged acts of terror that are clearly false flags. Taxes taken out of our 
hides by sheer intimidation. Said taxes used to fund wars that have no real 
justification. Wars provoked for profit and to extend and strengthen power over us. 
The war on drugs, an insanely vicious exercise in expanding police power and 
building prisons. And lots more.  

Of course, these topics connect at the top—our friendly smiling overlords in the 
powers-that-be club like us to think they are looking out for our interests, how very 
sweet of them. Well, they are not. At the center of a crime you will generally find a 
lie. This book does a great job in dispelling a lot of lies.  

Be prepared to have a big stack of post-it notes and a pen along for the ride. He 
presents a lot of the material as conversations between friends who are largely in 
agreement with each other, which is OK with me. He also creates some useful 
terms, and that is also OK with me.  

Brian Wright also presents some very strong remedies, notably the use of grand 
juries. He connects the various topics with skill, and I am very much looking 
forward to reading the last half of the book. I really want to see what happens. I 
hope you, dear reader, and several million other people give this book a try. It is a 
book filled with hope. It could change this world, and I would love to see that 
world. 

19 Picks up where Ayn Rand and Eckhart Tolle leave off 

Gordon Bird, secular libertarian, auto enthusiast/competitor. July 14, 2016 

The Truman Prophecy is an audacious, stunning literary achievement. It’s also a 
fast-paced, entertaining, viscerally satisfying smackdown by the good guys of the 
bad guys—with a richness of liberating notions that had me reeling with 
enthusiasm. I didn’t want to put it down… but I had to take time to digest each 
gourmet session in order to best savor the next one. 

The author projects a near-term unfolding of the modern liberty movement where 
key characters—real and fictional—“see the light,” then walk a bold new, yet 



cooperatively structured, path of truth and justice toward liberty. Wright’s take on 
liberty’s flowering is psychological independence or “Independent consciousness” 
en masse (what the protagonist in the 1998 movie, The Truman Show, embodies by 
choosing to leave his large, gilded stage). 

Wright advances the plot toward a ‘Billion+ Points of Light’ society’ via familiar 
cultural metaphors—from The Wizard of Oz (Toto pulling back the curtain on the 
Wizard and Dorothy reading the Wizard the riot act) to Orwell’s 1984. And some 
not so familiar… yet welcome for helping to navigate what will be uncommon 
conceptual terrain for many readers. 

In that regard, I especially appreciate that Brian includes several aids for 
comprehension that deviate from the format of a standard novel: 1) text highlight 
boxes, 2) an organization scheme that features chapters, subchapters, even quarterly 
headings and 3) single-page amusing ‘interlodes’ dispersed throughout the book 
that punctuate key themes. Thankfully, he also doesn’t skimp on fluently repeating 
the core propelling ideas. 

I love this novel’s spirit and its prescriptions, the characters and their labors of 
love. I love its intellectual depth—confidently taking off from Ayn Rand (esp. The 
Fountainhead) and Eckhart Tolle’s The Power of Now—and its self-fulfilling 
optimism. It truly has the potential to be culture-bearing… thru “Independents’ 
Day” and beyond. 

18 Best book of 2016 

Steve Kwartz, atheist steeplejack. July 6, 2016. 

Brian Wright has always been a thought provoking author. His latest work The 
Truman Prophecy succeeds in challenging the reader to question the latest political 
events. In a society where public opinion is largely controlled by the media., Brian 
Wright boldly attempts to "pull back the curtain" to discover truth. Intertwined with 
familiar movie references, the authors' journey of breaking free offers a new 
paradigm for the growing number of Independents. 

17 Fresh ideas for troubled times 

Tim Keirnan, automotive engineer, performance driving enthusiast. July 4, 2016. 

It's all in the title of my review. The author has proposed ideas that may seem 
widely divergent from "conventional wisdom" that you see and hear parroted on 
dominant media outlets, and from ignorant/stupid/criminal politicians, but that is 
the entire point. What we've been doing in the United States in my lifetime doesn't 
seem to have worked well, and party politics has not shown any ability to improve 
our lot. I'm looking at the Libertarian Party as much as the corrupt duopoly 
GOP/Dems when I write that. The ideas in this book are making me investigate 
them further, and the ample footnotes and links help me determine which ideas I 
find valid and applicable to my own situation. 

I'm intrigued by the proposed use of citizen grand juries to help put citizens back in 
charge of an out of control and non-representative government, and as a new 
homeowner will look at the links about smart meters. I just bought the author's 



Leaving the Sandbox book to continue pursuing some of the ideas, and as a matter 
of full disclosure I received The Truman Prophecy as a gift from the author, whose 
association I've appreciated over many years. I like how he's stressing the 
importance of making a difference in your local community instead of having 
dinner discussions on national policy but never doing something to improve 
anything. 

16 Highly recommended for people who are tired of establishment corruption 

Michael Atkinson. July 3, 2016 

I haven't read that many books in my life outside of having an Associate's Degree 
in the Music and Video Business. I also joined the U.S. Army Engineer Corps in 
October of 2000. Then 9/11/01 happened. My boss was at the Pentagon that 
morning.. and my research started the very next day. Now, I know it was all a 
bunch of fraud and I want justice. Enough of all this bs. I've somewhat known and 
followed the author being a long-time 9/11 truth activist, and found this book to be 
both inspirational and informative.  

With jest and smarts, Brian shows us how we can view the lies of the real-world 
owners and manipulators of our world that are constantly being used and controlled 
by the powers that be. We should strive for the freedom expressed within the 
independent grand jury. Highly recommended for people who are tired of 
establishment corruption. It's time to rise. 

15 Helping the rest of us towards breaking through the illusion… 

Claudio Marty, entrepreneur: “I Am the Face of (911) Truth.” June 30, 2016. 

A non stop read! "The illusion of our reality is what we are all trying to figure out 
and sometimes we butt heads with each other. Not our fault, we are all doing our 
best to figure out what is real and what is fake. Getting along even though we may 
have a different take on the illusion should not stop us from exposing and ending 
the illusion. We are all on the same side and without our combined efforts to 
expose the matrix, we and future generations are all doomed." Thank you Brian 
Wright for helping the rest of us towards breaking through the illusion. 

14 Inspires us along the Road to Freedom 

Arleen. June 20, 2016 

Brian Wright continues to bring human consciousness closer to the truth with 
another intellectually superior thought provoking method of writing. This book will 
bring you closer to understanding the injustices to liberty and why we must not 
hesitate to take action now to claim our human birthright. With a storyteller's art, 
The Truman Prophecy encourages us to capture our spiritual essence and tap into 
our inherent power as human beings. When we get this, we will no longer tolerate 
the lies, deceptions and fabrications blocking our liberty and human rights. The 
novel will inspire you along the road to freedom. 

13 Highly stimulating 

Rudy List. June 12, 2016 



This is an interesting book. The author describes a doable approach that would 
restore control of the U.S. to its citizenry. 

12 Touches all the bases 

David Lonier, precinct delegate, Michigan liberty activist. June 9, 2016 

The Truman Prophecy covers most, if not all the bases, for peacefully restoring our 
lost freedoms. A Revolution in Consciousness…The exercise of fully informed 
individuals focused on achieving individual freedom for all. An inspirational and 
challenging book, spot on with the most vital issues we are facing today. 

11 Truth be told 

Tanya Dejkunchorn, prop., Chiropractic Studio, Troy, MI. June 5, 2016. 

Great symbolism projected with The Truman Prophecy. Creative writing style kept 
me engaged in continued reading. 

10 Well worth a read 

J.D. Worsham. May 12, 2016 

This intriguing work does not reflect upon the career of the American president, as 
the reader might think at first glance, but instead takes its inspiration from the 
futuristic movie, The Truman Show. Before long, plenty of other associations come 
along, many suggested by the author and some others the reader will fill in for 
himself. Certain of the writings of Tom Wolfe and the movie, Idiocracy, came to 
my mind. 

Those who anticipate another carefully crafted defense of Libertarian politics will 
be surprised to find that Brian R. Wright intended nothing of the sort. This is 
visual, colorful, and strangely personal stuff that sneaks up on you and leaves you 
contemplating the individual's place in the scheme of things.  

It's not preachy, and it's not meant to twist your arm. In a way, it may not even 
deserve to be called "futuristic" in that the author does not lead the reader by the 
hand in conventional fashion, proving that a series of developments will occur. 
They're upon you already and invite your response. 

This is a thought-provoking—but delightful—ride you'll want to read a second time 
and pass along to a friend. 

9 Barks up a lot of the right trees 

Kevin Barrett, author: Truth Jihad; truthjihadradio.blogspot.com. May 9, 2016. 

We live in a dystopian era, which is why we need utopian fiction more than ever. 
Reality is worse than Orwell times Huxley to the nth power; how could it possibly 
get worse...much less get better? Those who have taken the red pill need a map to 
get out of the Matrix, and Brian Wright supplies one.  

Even if you aren't a 100% true believer in his libertarian worldview, you have to 
admit it's a remarkably coherent political philosophy that sheds light on the 
unfreedom all around us, and offers plausible and inspiring solutions. Wright's take 



on current events is alarmingly accurate, his prose is clear and energetic, and his 
optimism is contagious. This book is barking up a lot of the right trees. 

8 Inspires in a refreshing, entertaining manner 

Keith Bilby, automotive engineer. May 8, 2016. 

The Truman Prophecy is a sorely needed alternative to electoral politics for 
libertarian activists. On the left, a depressing fight between an establishment statist 
and a naive socialist. On the right, some of us contorted ourselves into supporting 
an evangelical Lucifer who chose an establishment Cruella running mate before 
going down in flames. Now we are left with a narcissist anti-libertarian vs a statist. 

The Truman Prophecy provides inspiration in an entertaining way to combat "the 
sanction of the victim" mentality which leads to such dismal politics. Challenge 
people to think for themselves and question what they're being told as well as 
authority. Look at who benefits and who pays. Follow the money. Be a beacon of 
reason and skepticism to those we come in contact with on a daily basis and call 
out the oppressors! 

7 Deals with many disturbing issues and agendas 

Sovereign Mary. May 6, 2016. 

The book addresses many foul and often unlawful actual incidences that have taken 
place in the past. It also takes on numerous ongoing current, overwhelming and 
very disturbing issues and agendas that are being devilishly devised, schemed and 
deceptively visited upon the populace by heavy handed government despots and the 
government's vile deceptive instigators... with complicity of their ignorant and 
clueless minions. 

6 Moving from Rothbard to reality: how to get there from here 

Emily in New Hampshire. May 2, 2016 

One of the problems with the large body of liberty theory is just that: it's theory. 
There's still a considerable shortfall in the area of "Great, but how will it work?" 
and "How do we get there?" A few authors, such as L. Neil Smith, have proposed 
alternative pictures. While enlightening and motivating, many of those pictures are 
presented within the very speculative framework of science fiction or at least 
fiction where the initial environment bears little resemblance to anything we'd 
recognize as current reality. Brian Wright's newest book The Truman Prophecy 
squarely addresses that gap. 

Blending together multiple cultural and current event references into a cohesive 
framework, Wright demonstrates that—even with the situation appearing hopeless 
and irremediable to so many people—it is possible to create a path out of the 
swamp of oppression and collectivism. And he does it with humor—occasionally 
biting and sarcastic, more often subtle and tongue-in-cheek—and a story line that a 
reader can almost believe himself or herself to be an active participant in.  

Be aware, however, that this book may change your thinking; instead of seeing 
events as a random collection of news stories, Wright shows how they are 



sufficiently interconnected and are indeed non-random stepping stones on the path 
to liberty if used appropriately. 

Brian Wright clearly understands that embracing one's own liberty is a profound 
psychological act, equivalent to "taking the red pill." As both Wright and Morpheus 
point out, there is no going back once that threshold is crossed. The Truman 
Prophecy incorporates this understanding as a fundamental premise and does a very 
credible job in running with that premise, showing how individuals, transformed by 
a deep understanding of their own liberty, can move to externalizing and 
generalizing that realization. 

5 Looking forward to reading…  

Amazon Customer. May 1, 2016. 

Just read the short preview of this novel, but have read many of Brian's previous 
articles and enjoyed them immensely. I am ordering the book today. Hoping there 
is more of Brian's witty sarcasm than was evident in the preview. 

4 A master of allegory and metaphor… 

Shane Trejo, Michigan 10th Amendment chairman. April 22, 2016. 

The author is always great at using allegory and metaphor to explain the current 
state of affairs in a way that is entertaining and informative. The Truman Prophecy 
may be his best work to date! 

3 Inspiring! 

Pamela Haviland. April 21, 2016. 

Brian Wright's The Truman Prophecy is an ill-fated society's roadmap to freedom, 
cleverly woven into an inspiring story of truth, courage, and independence. 

2 Another home run by Brian Wright 

David Hooper, creator, movie: 911: Anatomy of a Great Deception. April 11, 2016. 

Brian Wright has been and continues to be a significant figure in the fight for truth. 
Whether writing a novel, motivational book or an action plan to bring the truth to 
light, I highly recommend anything he composes. The Truman Prophecy is no 
different! I highly recommend it to anyone interested in seeking the real truth of 
our world. 

1 Sensational effort! 

Brett Elkins, author: Teach Your Teen to Drive.  

Brian Wright forges a story that cleverly illustrates an individual's pursuit in his 
journey to find the purpose of life by making individual choices. 

Five years ago, I had the pleasure of working with Brian as he edited my driver's ed 
book into a best seller on Amazon entitled, Teach Your Teen to Drive and Stay 
Alive. Like the character in his book, at that point, he decided to start writing his 
own books with the success and talent that has allowed him to become one of the 
most prolific authors in the country. 



Brian's book is brilliant—it is a factual yet fictional characterization of individual 
choice. Soon to be best seller, you will love his fascinating story and a journey into 
a world that only Brian can make a reality. Enjoy! 

 


